A moderate anticlockwise circuit of about 9km, 300m ascent, 3hrs. Most of the paths and tracks are good, but there are a few steep sections. None of the uphills last long and there is a varied, undulating route, with some unexpected turns. Mostly through woodland, but with some good mountain views.
The ruined finca of Casa Pons is a wonderful picnic spot with fine views on this popular walk, sometimes known as the 'avocado walk'. To avoid road walking start by the water works.

approx. 8 km, 300m ascent, 3 hrs.

COSTA BLANCA WALKS MAPS
GINES FROM CALLOSA

approx. 12 km, 300 m ascent, 4 hrs.

This is quite a long, hard walk, though all on good paths and tracks. Note the 'sting in the tail', the climb back up to Callosa. Best done clockwise; it includes the nispero groves of the valley, pinewoods of the hillsides, the remote hamlet of Gines and a bar, el riu.